The Separate Paths of Japan and China
Japan's ability to change in response to new Western
pressure contrasted strikingly with the sluggishness of
Chinese reactions into the 20th century. The contrast
draws particular attention because China and Japan
had been part of the same civilization orbit for so
long, which means that some ofthe assets Japan possessed in dealing with change were present in China
as well. Indeed, Japan turned out to benefit, by the
mid -19th century, from having become more like
China in key respects during the Tokugawa period.
The link between Chinese and Japanese traditions
should not be exaggerated, of course, and earlier differences help explain the divergence that opened so
clearly in the late 19th century. The east Asian world
now split apart, with Japan seizing eagerly on Chinese
weakness to mount a series of attacks from the 1890s
to 1945, which only made China's troubles worse.
Japan and China had both chosen considerable
isolation fi-om larger world currents from about 1600
until the West forced new openings between 1830
and 1860. Japan's isolation was the more complete.
Both countries lagged behind the West because of
their self-containment,
which was why vVestern
industrialization
caught them unprepared.
China's
power and wealth roused Western greed and interference first, which gave Japan some leeway.
However, China surpassed Japan in some areas
that should have aided it in reacting to the Western
challenge. Its leadership, devoted to Confucianism,
was more thoroughly secular and bureaucratic in outlook. There was no need to brush aside otherworldly
commitments or feudal distractions to deal with the
West's material and organizational
power. Government centralization, still an issue in Japan, had a long
history in China. With a rich tradition of technological innovation and scientific discovery in its past as
well, China might have appeared to be a natural to
lead the Asian world in responding to the West.
However, that role fell to Japan. Several aspects
ofJapanese tradition gave it a flexibility that China
lacked. It already knew the benefits of imitation,
which China, save for its period of attraction to Buddhism, had never acknowledged. Japan's slower government
growth had allowed a stronger,
more
autonomous
merchant tradition even as both societies became more commercial in the 17th and early
18th centuries. Feudal traditions, though declining
under the Tokugawa shogunate,
also limited the

heavy hand of government conu'ols while stimulating
a sense of military competitiveness, as in the West. In
contrast, China's government probably tried to control too much by the 18th century and quashed initiative in the process.
China was also hampered by rapid population
growth from the 17th century onward. This population pressure consumed great energy, leaving scant
capital for otl1er economic initiatives. Japan's population stability into the 19th century
pressed
resources less severely. Japan's island status made the
nation more sensitive to Western naval pressures.
Finally, China and Japan were on somewhat different paths when the Western challenge intruded in
the mid-19th century. China was suffering one of its
recurrent dynastic declines. Government became less
efficient, intellectual
life stagnated,
and popular
unrest surged. A cycle of renewal might have followed, with a new dynasty seizing more vigorous
reins. But Western interference disrupted this process,
complicating reform and creating various new discontents that ultimately overturned
the imperial
office.
In conu'ast, Japan maintained political and economic vigor into the 19th century. Whereas by the
late 19th century China needed Western guidance
simply to handle such bureaucratic affairs as tariff collection and repression of peasant rebellion, Japan suffered no such breakdown of authority, using foreign
advisors far more selectively.
Once a different pattern of response was established, every decade increased the gap. Western
exploitation of Chinese assets and dilution of government power made conditions more chaotic, while
Japanese strength grew steadily after a very brief
period of uncertainty. By the 20th century, the two
nations were enemies-with
Japan, for the first time,
the stronger-and
seemed to be in different orbits.
Japan enjoyed increasing industrial success and had a
conservative state that would yield after World War II
to a more fully parliamentary
form. China, after
decades of revolution, finally won its 20th-century
political solution: communism.
Yet today, at me onset of the 21st century, it is
unclear whether east Asia was split as permanently as
19t11- and early 20th-century developments had suggested. Japan's industrial lead remains, but China's
economy is beginning to soar. Common cultural

